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Social Media: A New Field in Athletics 

New Developments 

 Social media is a necessity in the life of a teenager. If you don’t have social 

media it becomes not only exponentially harder to stay in touch with your friends, but it 

also becomes harder to stay up to date on current events. This is not to say that 

teenagers are curious about the news, but it has come to light that the fastest way to 

get information now is through social media. And with each coming year it seems that 

another social media platform dies and two more come to take its place. The concept of 

social media is still so new that new platforms are continually being released, hoping 

that they will strike gold and become solidified in permanence amongst the ranks of 

Twitter and Facebook. Twitter boasted a not so modest 974 million accounts back in  

2014 (Erik Sherman) and has only grown since then, Facebook comes in at around 1.23 

BILLION active accounts according to a 2014 article (Rebecca Grant), and that is just 

their active users alone. 

 Now I am biased in my belief that Snapchat is the best social media currently out 

there, but one can begin to see just how vast the social media audience is by looking at 

some of the statistics. Snapchat launched in September 2011 and has already amassed 

100 million DAILY active users, and that only accounts for 18% of the social media 

users in the United States alone. In addition to that 9,000 snaps (pictures) are sent 
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every second on average (Craig Smith)! What I am trying to get at here is that the 

market for social media is huge, we anticipate that there will be 2.55 billion social media 

users around the world by the year 2018. 

More Than Just Sharing with Friends 

 Through my social media accounts as well as Youtube I can learn all of the latest 

news, not only about my friends, but about world events as well. Not only can I do all 

of this and receive live updates, but I can do it quicker and in more depth than my Dad 

could by reading a newspaper. Even my Dad, who by no means is someone targeted for 

social media, has begun to dip his toes into the water. He has a Twitter for the news, 

and has since cancelled our subscription to a physical newspaper because he can get all 

of the information he needs on his iPad for free. It is because of this easy access to 

information that social media has begun to appeal to all audiences as opposed to kids 

and teenagers; and it isn't just people who are seeking information that are creating 

accounts, people willing to share are joining as well. 

From Twitter Feed to Main Stream 

 Social media isn't content with staying with what it has been doing, one of the 

greatest things about social media is that it is always changing. Twitter started out as a 

way to share 140 character “tweets” with your friends and followers, but just recently 

Twitter finalized its deal with the NFL to have the rights to live stream each and every 

Thursday Night Football game this year (National Football League and Twitter Announce 

Streaming Partnership for Thursday Night Football). In addition to that, social media has 

begun to play a roll, not only in sports viewing, but in the careers of the athletes and 

the teams. My interest in this topics mainly manifests itself in the marketing side of this 
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social media invasion, and how it affects the marketing strategies of those involved in 

the sports community. How can teams and players alike take this opportunity to 

communicate and share more with the world, and turn it into a way to make 

themselves more money, more popular, and more attractive to teams potentially 

interested in you? 

Making Millions… of Followers 

 People want to get to know their favorite players and teams They want to know 

more about them so they can feel a bigger connection and satisfy their urge to be a 

part of the team. Social media allows them to follow their favorite players and see 

everything from what they had for breakfast, to their thoughts about religion, politics, 

and drugs. We used to occasionally hear about athlete’s lives through the TV and in the 

news, but that won't do anymore.  We want websites and real contact with the players 

so we can get as close to the action as possible; and players realize this. By creating 

accounts and posting regularly players have begun to dive into the world of social 

media to give the fans just what they are asking for, access to their everyday lives. 

Huge household names such as Lebron James (54 Million Twitter followers), Lionel 

Messi (93 Million), and Usain Bolt (21 Million) have been able to bring their popularity 

off of the court and onto social media with them (Badenhausen, Kurt); but some 

players have found that they can use social media to have a reverse effect. Players such 

as James Harden (4.4 Million Twitter followers), Jeremy Lin (5.7 Million), and Johnny 

Manziel  have all achieved quite a following on social media as well, not just because of 

their talent in their field, but also because of their social media accounts and the buzz 

around them (Badenhausen,Kurt).  
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Living Vicariously 

 The first way that players can immediately reap the benefits from social media is 

in obtaining more fame. Maybe you are a bench player like Jeremy Lin was, or Luis 

Suarez (21 Million followers), the great thing about social media is that it does not 

matter if you are the best in your sport. Yes, you must be on the team or at least a 

competitor, but what really matters is how much you are willing to give the fans what 

they want. Everyone dreams of becoming famous, and these social media outlets can 

help players accomplish that; and more importantly it can make their followers, the 

fans, feel like they are famous as well. By constantly sharing on social media one will 

draw more attention, that is just simple social media logic. Professional athletes are 

some of the people who may share the most on social media though, frequently sharing 

pictures of their lavish lifestyle and the things that are offered to them. Or tweeting and 

instagramming pictures of them at exclusive clubs partying with other athletes, beautiful 

women, and other various celebrities. 

Linsanity 

 In terms of achieving fame the case of Jeremy Lin is particularly interesting. In 

2012 Jeremy Lin was a 7th or 8th man on the New York Knick’s bench. Occasionally he 

would get playing time, but it wasn't until a game versus the New York Nets that 

Jeremy got some real playing time, and whether it be luck or timing he played the 

game he desperately needed to, exploding on the court for double digit points and 

helping to start and keep a winning streak. And thus “Linsanity” was born, “Across the 

globe, Lin has emerged as an inspiration to many. He shows that with dedication and 
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determination it is possible to achieve a dream and to break down cultural stereotypes.” 

(Jeremy Lin Biography). People loved Lin’s story and quickly took to social media to 

amplify the craze. Now Lin was a good player and was truly putting together a string of 

very impressive games; but it wasn't his particular social media that amplified this 

craze. Now Lin is a devout Christian and occasionally would post Bible quotes amongst 

his other posts as well (Jeremy Lin Biography), but what really propelled Lin’s ride up 

the rollercoaster of fame was the branding that others put upon him as “Linsanity”. 

Overnight almost the internet came alive with talk about Jeremy Lin and his “insane” 

playing in the past couple of games, what would normally be described as a series of 

good games, or even a fluke, was being blown out of proportion on social media. This 

all contributed to Lin’s soaring journey to stardom, and aided in making him a 

household name. And it is from this buzz that Jeremy Lin was able to increase not only 

his notoriety, but his income as well. But, how can social media help a famous player to 

make more money?  

Sponsorship 

 The benefits of social media don't stop at just getting a player or team 

recognized. With a bigger audience and a decent following sponsorships begin to come 

in like flies to honey. So, why does a company sponsor an athlete anyway? I could write 

a whole paper on that question alone, thankfully someone already did though. A 

company will choose to sponsor an athlete or team for a couple of reasons: Brand 

image, if an athlete or team aligns with a target market and an image that the brand is 

looking for they are more likely to be sponsored (Adam Brown). To captivate customers, 

“by targeting your correct market with your sponsorships, your product will be seen by 
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an audience that feels passionate about which ever sport they are watching” (Adam 

Brown). In the end however, it all comes down to sales, will this athlete help increase 

sales and bring in more business (Adam Brown)? 

 “Athletes are vastly more appealing to consumers in social media than the brands 

they endorse. Nothing affirms this imbalance more clearly than Twitter: the COMBINED 

Twitter audience for McDonalds, Starbucks, and Coca-Cola (7,938,017) is less than half 

the size of soccer (football) star Cristiano Ronaldo’s (21,496,784) audience. Other great 

examples include: Lebron James with nearly 5 times as many followers as Nike, Derrick 

Rose with more than 4 time as many followers as Adidas, or Roger Federer with 200 

times as many followers as Lindt Chocolate.” (Brian Kotlyar).  

Brian illustrates the truth that a consumer would much rather have their favorite athlete 

tell them to eat at McDonalds then to have some nameless actor do it; and in addition 

to that people would be more trusting of a basketball player endorsing a pair of 

basketball shoes than they would of an actor as well. 

 So companies will reach out to athletes that not only will attract their audience 

and influence them to buy, but also someone who already has a great following on 

social media. Cristiano Ronaldo accumulates over 158 million followers across Facebook, 

Twitter, and Instagram making him the most followed athlete in the world currently 

(Kurt Badenhausen). This massive following, 65 million more than the two closest 

contenders, makes Ronaldo a hot commodity to sponsors. But just how much money 

can someone make from having a lot of social media followers? For comparison Lebron 

James, widely recognized as one of the top 3 basketball players currently playing, gets 

paid upwards of $139,000 for a single sponsored tweet. Lebron, boasting an impressive 
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23+ million Twitter followers is almost doubled by Cristiano Ronaldo who receives 

$250,000 per sponsored tweet alone (Chris Yuscavage). So for a small post, shortened 

to less than 140 characters can rake in a quarter of a million dollars for Cristiano 

Ronaldo. However, players like Cristiano Ronaldo, Lebron James are already some of the 

best players at their respective crafts. These players were already known before they 

started their social media accounts, but sometimes athletes can become known on the 

court/field after they've become famous on social media. 

“Social” Security 

 Johnny Manziel may be one of the most unpredictable and irresponsible players 

football has seen since the days of Terrell Owens. I am physically unable to escape 

learning about the life that Johnny Manziel is living, whether I am on Facebook, Twitter, 

Instagram, or even watching TV. E! News was doing a piece on Johnny so I switched to 

ESPN and yet again there was more talk about “Johnny Football”. Johnny Manziel came 

into the spotlight his freshman year of college when he led the Aggies and actually won 

the Heisman trophy as a freshman. Johnny has done a phenomenal job of gathering a 

following and branding himself as “Johnny Football”. He stayed relevant throughout the 

rest of his college career, but this became less so for his play on the field and more for 

his play off the field. Manziel’s buzz truly came as the 2014 NFL draft was approaching. 

Michael Schottey from Bleacher Report commented that Manziel, much like Tim Tebow, 

was so enticing because he was a make or break draft prospect. The chances of him 

being very good or very bad were almost equal, but that only made people want to see 

him get drafted even more. Even prompting twitter buzz from the likes of Matt 
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Waldman calling Johnny “one of the 10 players” he was most excited to see in the 

upcoming year (Michael Schottey).  

 In addition to the unsure nature of Manziel’s future in the NFL or elsewhere, the 

internet was also eating up videos and pictures of Manziel that always seemed to 

surface in the most timely of manners. Including, but not limited to, a particularly rowdy 

Halloween party where he went as Scooby-Doo and had a little bit too much fun with a 

certain “Minnie-Mouse”, to videos of him partying it up with the likes of Lebron James. 

Now conventionally these types of actions, especially for an underaged minor, would 

reflect poorly and make it hard for someone to get a job. But, sports franchises are far 

from conventional and Johnny Manziel found a home in Cleveland with the Browns. 

Crazy Pays 

 The day after draft day Manziel had already become a leader for the Browns. Not 

on the field, in fact, Johnny was a third string quarterback who was not scheduled to 

play much at all. Johnny became a leader in the sales of jerseys, not just among the 

team, but in the league. For four months the Manziel jersey was ranked as the top 

selling jersey in the NFL, above the previous year’s Superbowl Champion quarterback, 

Russell Wilson. In addition to jersey sales Johnny Manziel also did wonders for the 

team’s ticket sales.  

 Johnny was taken in the first round by the Browns, he was drafted on the first 

day, May 8th, around five o’clock eastern standard time. Not even a full day after, the 

Browns had sold more than 2,300 season tickets for the upcoming year (Darren Rovell). 

The franchise even tweeted out to thank their ticket department for working 

“OT” (overtime) (Darren Rovell). In addition to the jersey sales, and season ticket spike, 
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ticket prices soared whenever it was released that Johnny would actually play in a 

game. Without the buzz from social media, it would never be possible, much less 

plausible, for a player to not play any considerable amount of time and yet increase 

season ticket sales and have the best selling jersey in the league. 

Counterargument 

 Social media may seem like it is a fool-proof way to improve oneself, whether it 

be in terms of popularity or income. But, is social media really something that players 

should be using? Johnny Manziel has been the center of social media yet again, not for 

being at a crazy party with celebrities, and not for playing well either. Johnny has taken 

center stage yet again as the world watches him slowly deteriorate as a result of his 

party boy lifestyle. After a series of videos leaked of Johnny partying without the 

Browns’ knowledge he was cut from the team at the end of the year and currently sits 

as a free agent without any offers to play elsewhere. It is hard to trust a player, who 

continues to lie about his partying habits, and refuses to seek treatment for them. In 

addition to putting an athlete in the lime light, social media can also end up being a 

place where they can be attacked. Not only by critics and “haters”, but by people 

extorting the athletes for money by threatening to release content (videos, pictures, 

etc.) that paints the athlete in a bad light and may hurt their personal life or their 

professional career even (Kirsten Fleming). 

 It is true that being active on social media may make one susceptible to these 

attacks or unwanted attention to one’s personal life. That being said, social media has 

proven itself to be worth the slight hassle that comes with the accounts. For one, it 

encourages good behavior; the best way to make sure nothing bad can come out about 
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you is to not do anything bad. It is just like saying the best way to not serve jail time is 

to not commit a crime. “Every tweet reflects who you are” (Michael Gaio), if athletes are 

aware of this and know that they can be held accountable on social media and 

elsewhere they may think twice before doing something that is unlawful or unethical. 

For a piece about how student athletes should use social media Michael Gaio writes, 

“It's a tool, not a toy. Social media isn't just something for your own entertainment… If 

used effectively, social media can be an asset to help a student-athlete's individual 

brand, their community, their team and the school they represent.”. Social media is here 

to stay, for a while at least. So it only makes sense that we use the resources presented 

to us to their fullest potential.  
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